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ABSTRACT
Most AI resear h on s ienti model onstru tion aims
to automate this pro ess using dis overy te hniques.
In ontrast, we des ribe an intera tive environment for
model onstru tion that lets the user onstru t, edit,
and visualize s ienti models, use them to make predi tions, and all on dis overy methods to revise them
in ways that better t the available data. The environment relies on a new formalism that embeds mathemati al equations, whi h are familiar to many s ientists,
within distin t pro esses, whi h an en ode ba kground
knowledge used to onstrain model revision. We report
initial studies on e osystem modeling that suggest this
environment is more e e tive than earlier approa hes
and more transparent to users. In losing, we dis uss
related work on modeling environments and model revision, then suggest dire tions for future resear h.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6 [Simulation and Modeling℄: Model Development
General Terms
Design, Human Fa tors, Languages
1. Introduction
Over the past de ade, omputational approa hes to s ienti dis overy have progressed to the stage where they
have ontributed to nding new knowledge in a variety
of s ienti dis iplines [8℄. However, nearly all resear h
on omputational dis overy has aimed at generating
knowledge automati ally, whereas s ientists generally
prefer omputational tools to assist in data analysis
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posed. We need more work on software environments
that support intera tion between domain s ientists and
dis overy algorithms, thus drawing on the strengths of
ea h one. We envision a omputational framework that
lets a s ientist formulate a model, generate its predi tions, dete t anomalies, and alter the model in response.
The s ientist would devise the initial model and guide
high-level de isions about iterative re nement, with the
omputer handling predi tions, ne-grained sear h, and
other steps that are easily automated.
Another re ent trend has been the in orporation of domain knowledge in ways that onstrain the dis overy
pro ess, thus dire ting their sear h for models and ensuring their output is more ommuni able to domain
s ientists. However, the notations used to en ode this
ba kground knowledge are not as transparent to domain
experts as one would like. For instan e, Todorovski and
D~zeroski's [20℄ LaGramge states ba kground knowledge as ontext-free grammars, whi h few s ientists an
interpret easily, and Bannai et al.'s [1℄ `views' have a
similar drawba k. A di erent problem o urs with Saito
et al.'s [16℄ approa h, whi h requires a di erent error
fun tion for ea h revision task. We need a framework
that asts domain onstraints in ommuni able terms
and that requires no tuning for di erent problems.
In this paper we introdu e Prometheus, an environment that addresses both of these hallenges. As we
will des ribe shortly, the system in orporates a formalism for spe ifying models and ba kground knowledge
in terms of quantitative pro esses, whi h play a role
in many s ienti a ounts. The environment also inludes tools for onstru ting, visualizing, and editing
su h pro ess models, for utilizing them in predi tive
simulation, and for onstrained revision in response to
observations, thus supporting the iterative re nement
of s ienti models. We demonstrate these apabilities
in the ontext of revising a partial model of the Earth's
e osystem, and we ompare our results with earlier ones
for this problem. We on lude by dis ussing the related
work on simulation and dis overy, along with dire tions
for future resear h in this important area.

2. A Process Modeling Language
As we have noted, existing omputational approa hes
to s ienti dis overy generate knowledge in terms of
numeri equations or other formalisms familiar to s ientists. However, these notations often leave impli it an
aspe t that plays an important role in many s ienti
elds { the notion of a pro ess . To in orporate this idea
into our dis overy framework, we designed a language
that supports quantitative equations but that organizes
them into expli it pro esses.1
Models in our formalism onsist of variables and proesses that relate them. Ea h pro ess expresses ausal
relations between its input and output variables through
one or more di erential equations (if a pro ess involves
hange over time) or algebrai equations (if it involves
instantaneous e e ts). Furthermore, a pro ess may inlude onditions, stated as threshold tests on variables,
whi h des ribe the pre onditions that must be satis ed
for the pro ess to be a tive.
Consequently, a pro ess model onsists of a set of proesses that link observable variables with ea h other,
possibly through unobserved theoreti al terms. Many
examples from the literature suggest that s ientists often think in this manner. For instan e, pro esses like
uid ow, boiling, and motion o ur in many physial models, whereas pro esses like growth, de ay, and
predation play an important role in biology. Further
eviden e that pro esses are prominent in s ien e omes
from Cartier et al. [2℄, whose study of the stru ture
of s ienti models indi ated that they typi ally relate
observable or theoreti al terms through the pro esses
in whi h they parti ipate. Moreover, they emphasized
that models an be used to explain and predi t phenomena, something that our framework also supports.
The notion of pro ess models has also arisen in AI resear h on qualitative physi s. Our formalism borrows
many ideas from Forbus' [5℄ Qualitative Pro ess Theory, whi h also organized ausal relations into pro esses
with a tivation onditions. However, his framework
ast these relations as qualitative in uen es, whereas
ours takes the form of numeri equations, ea h of whi h
asso iates a dependent variable with a mathemati al
formula that involves zero or more in uen ing variables.
Thus, ausal dependen ies in the model are made expli it through the equations asso iated with ea h proess. Sin e the use of an intermediate term inside a
pro ess would hide a ausal relation, we expressly disallow su h `lo al variables'.
The Prometheus environment lets a user display the
ausal stru ture of a pro ess model, as Figure 1 illustrates. Note that variables are shown as ovals and proesses as re tangular boxes, while arrows depi t ausal
1

We fo us here on ontinuous pro esses from s ienti domains, rather than dis rete pro esses, su h as those found
in manufa turing and business.

Table 1: A quantitative pro ess model of mass
and temperature hange in an i e-water system.
model WaterPhaseChange;
variables temp, heat, i e mass, water mass;
observables temp, heat, i e mass, water mass;
pro ess i e warming;
onditions i e mass > 0, temp < 0;
equations d[temp,t℄ = heat/(0.0021 * i e mass);
pro ess i e melting;
onditions i e mass > 0, temp == 0;
equations d[i e mass,t℄ = (18 * heat)/6.02,
d[water mass,t℄ = (18 * heat)/6.02;
pro ess water warming;
onditions i e mass == 0, water mass > 0,
temp >= 0, temp < 100;
equations d[temp,t℄ = heat/(0.0042 * water mass);

in uen es. An arrow from a pro ess to a variable indiates the latter's value is a e ted by that pro ess. Similarly, an arrow from a variable to a pro ess shows the
pro ess uses that variable as input. The Prometheus
environment also lets the user inspe t and edit individual pro esses, as the box in the lower orner reveals.
We will return to this example in Se tion 5, but we an
best illustrate the use of our modeling language with a
simpler instan e. Table 1 shows a simple pro ess model
for the hanges in an i e-water system as a fun tion
of the heat put into it. The model in ludes three proesses, one (i e warming) a tive when the i e mass is
nonzero and the system temperature is less than zero
degrees Celsius, another (i e melting) when the i e mass
is nonzero and the temperature is zero degrees, and a
third (water warming) when all the i e has melted and
the temperature is between zero and 100 degrees. The
rst and third pro esses in uen e only the temperature,
whereas the se ond pro ess a e ts only the masses of
i e and water. The notational onvention for equations
is similar to that used in mathemati al software, with
d[temp,t,1℄ denoting the rst-order derivative of temp
with respe t to t (time).
The previous omments should onvin e the reader that
our representation makes lose onta t with the on eptualization of many s ienti models. Furthermore, the
formalism is not only useful for representing s ienti
knowledge but also serves as the de larative representation for Prometheus' dis overy methods. Thus, the
system's dis overies are ast in the same pro ess modeling language, making its results ommuni able to s ientists. A nal advantage of the framework is that the environment an utilize its models, whether hand rafted
or system generated, to arry out simulations, and thus
provides integrated support for s ienti modeling.

Figure 1: S reen shot of a pro ess model displayed graphi ally in Prometheus.
3. Simulation and Prediction in PROMETHEUS
S ientists devise models not only to understand phenomena but also to use them for predi tion and simulation. Moreover, when re ning a model, the ability
to analyze its behavior often gives valuable insight into
ways in whi h the model might be improved. For this
reason, Prometheus in ludes a module for numeri al
simulation and analysis that works dire tly on models
expressed in its modeling language. This provides the
support ne essary to evaluate the models' t to observations and to generate predi tions for new situations.
Simulation in Prometheus involves translating a model
from its en oding in the modeling language into a C
program. As in some earlier systems (e.g., [6℄, [7℄, [18℄),
the translation o urs automati ally, without user intervention, thus freeing the s ientist from error-prone
implementation details. Moreover, a s ientist's models an hange frequently during their onstru tion and
revision. Thus, the ability to alter the high-level spe i ation of the model, without worrying about implementation details, should aid produ tivity onsiderably.
The environment supports models that involve only algebrai equations and ones that in lude both algebrai
and di erential equations. Sin e these have di erent
requirements, Prometheus generates tailored ode for
ea h type. For stati models, the system generates a
program that relies on the standard mathemati al library from the C language, sin e this is suÆ ient for
making predi tions. For dynami models with di erential equations, the environment instead generates ode

that invokes CVODE [3℄, a well-known pa kage for solving systems of ordinary di erential equations.2 Simulation of stati models pro eeds by reading values for
the input variables from a stream of data and omputing values for dependent variables for ea h set of inputs. Simulation of dynami models requires solution
of an initial value problem, so the system reads only
the starting values of input variables from the data le,
then predi ts a traje tory over time for ea h variable.
Finally, Prometheus in ludes visualization tools to inspe t the results of simulation. One fa ility lets the user
plot the model's predi tions for a given variable against
the observed values to assist in dete ting anomalies.
Another visualization module modulates a display like
Figure 1 to highlight whi h pro esses are a tive at ea h
time step in the simulation, thus letting the user tra k
the model's qualitative behavior as onditions hange.

4. Interactive Revision of Scientific Models
The onstru tion of s ienti models is not a one-step
a air. A model's developer may revise it many times
after its initial reation, as new data or knowledge beome available. For this reason, Prometheus in ludes
a module to support the intera tive revision of an existing model. The key idea is that the user provides
onstraints on possible revisions that de ne a restri ted
sear h spa e, whi h the system explores to nd an improved model with a better t to the data.
2

Be ause onditions in pro esses hange the equations in the
model dynami ally, our simulator adapts whi h equations
are solved a ording to whi h pro esses are a tive.

The model revision module relies on the notion of generi
pro esses that en ode relevant ba kground knowledge.

These di er from spe i pro esses (des ribed previously) in that they do not ommit to parti ular variables
or parameter values, although they do spe ify variable
types and ranges of allowed values. Ea h generi proess denotes an entire family of spe i pro esses that
refer to di erent variables and onstants, and thus enodes a de larative bias on the spa e of equations.

We laim that generi pro esses and variable types are
powerful tools for stating domain ontent that one an
easily extra t from available knowledge. For example,
they have proved useful in our development of population dynami s models that in orporate pro esses for
the growth, death, and predator-prey relations between
spe ies. Generi pro esses are appropriate be ause onstants like growth rate, death rate, and predation rate
depend on the spe ies and e osystem being studied, but
the general on epts re ur in many models.
The user an request that Prometheus revise a model
by spe ifying a data le to examine and indi ating whi h
pro esses to onsider altering and whi h generi proesses to onsider as repla ements. After entering revision mode, one li ks on pro esses in the graphi al display to denote they an be revised. For ea h su h model
omponent, the system presents a menu of generi proesses from whi h the user sele ts possible repla ements.
Ea h andidate has the same number of variables as the
original pro ess, and its variable types are the same as,
or higher in the variable taxonomy than, the initial ones.
After the user has spe i ed the pro esses that Promeshould onsider during model revision and the
generi pro esses it should try in their pla e, the environment alls on a subroutine that arries out exhaustive sear h through the spa e of model stru tures dened by these onstraints.3 For ea h model stru ture,
the system arries out a gradient des ent sear h for the
parameters that provide the best t to the data.

theus

On e Prometheus has determined parameters for ea h
model stru ture, it returns the andidate with the lowest mean squared error as the revised model. The user
an a ept this revision or retain the original model.
In either ase, he an then invoke the revision module
again in an e ort to obtain further improvements, ontinuing until he is satis ed with the resulting model.

5. Initial Results on Model Revision
To demonstrate Prometheus' abilities, we used the
environment to revise a portion of CASA, an e osystem
model developed by Potter and Klooster [14℄ at NASA
Ames Resear h Center. CASA aims to explain the
The version we have des ribed invokes the LaGramge [19℄
dis overy system to arry out this sear h, but we are also
exploring other methods for implementing model revision.
3

Table 2: Initial model for arbon produ tion.
model npp;
variables NPP ,E,IPAR,T1,T2,W,topt,temp ,eet,PET,
ahi,pet tw m,A,FPARFAS,monthly solar,
days per month,fas ndvi,umd veg;
pro ess CarbonProd;
onditions E * IPAR > 0;
equations NPP = E * IPAR;
pro ess NoCarbonProd;
onditions E * IPAR <= 0;
equations NPP = 0;
pro ess PhotoEÆ ien y;
equations E = 0.56 * T1 * T2 * W;
pro ess TempStress1;
equations T1 = 0.8 + 0.02 * topt 0.0005 * topt^2;
pro ess TempStress2;
equations
T2 = 1.18/(1 + (e^(0.2 * (topt temp
10))))
* (1 + (e^(0.3 * (temp
topt 10))));
pro ess WaterStress;
onditions PET != 0;
equations W = 0.5 + 0.5 * (eet / PET);
pro ess NoEvapoTrans;
onditions PET == 0;
equations W = 0.5;
pro ess EvapoTrans;
onditions temp > 0;
equations
PET = 1.6 * (10 * temp / ahi)^A * pet tw m;
pro ess NoEvapoTrans;
onditions temp <= 0;
equations PET = 0;
pro ess HeatAdj;
equations A = (6.75 * 10^-7 * ahi^3)
(0.0000771 * ahi^2) + (0.01792 * ahi) + 0.49239;
pro ess StressComb;
equations IPAR = FPARFAS * monthly solar *
(days per month * 0.0864) * 0.5;
pro ess AbsRadiation;
equations FPARFAS = (((1 + fas ndvi / 1000) /
(1 fas ndvi / 1000)) 1.08) / srdi ;
intrinsi srdi ;
variable umd veg;
mapping A ! 3.06, B ! 4.35, C ! 4.35, D ! 4.05,
E ! 5.09, F ! 3.06, G ! 4.05, H ! 4.05,
I ! 4.05, J ! 5.09, K ! 4.05;
produ tion and absorption of atmospheri tra e gases,
hanges in major vegetation types, and the net produ tion of arbon by plants. For our revision task, we
hose a portion of the model that fo uses on arbon
produ tion, denoted by NPP , at di erent lo ations on
the globe. Computational revision of this submodel has

Table 3: Initial and revised values for the intrinsi property srdi .
Vegetation type
original values

A

3.06
revision 2.52
Saito et al. revision
2.57
Prometheus

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

4.35
4.48
4.77

4.35
0.01
2.20

4.05
2.84
3.99

5.09
3.31
3.70

3.06
3.27
3.46

4.05
2.31
2.34

4.05
0.01
0.34

4.05
1.71
2.72

5.09
2.84
3.46

4.05
1.04
1.60

been the subje t of a previous publi ation [16℄, whi h
makes it a good problem for evaluating our system.

Prometheus'

Table 2 presents the submodel for predi ting NPP ast
in the pro ess modeling formalism. In this ase, there
are no di erential equations, but a number of pro esses
in lude onditions, su h as the two responsible for predi ting the potential evapotranspiration PET . Note also
the nal entry, whi h spe i es a mapping from vegetation type (one of 11 letters) onto di erent values of
srdi , whi h relates to the absorption of solar radiation.

T2 = 28.01 / [1 + e^(-0.0058 * (topt temp + 160.1))℄
* [1 + e^(-0.03 * (temp
topt 91.5))℄
PET = 1.44 * (9.40 * temp / ahi)^A * pet tw m

Using this en oding for the NPP model, we revisited
the revisions reported by Saito et al. [16℄. These had
in luded hanges to parameters in the equations for T2
and PET, the stru ture of the E equation, and the intrinsi values for the variable srdi , whi h maps nominal
values to numeri ones. To support these revisions, we
needed three generi pro esses to spe ify the variable
types and parameter onstraints for PhotoEÆ ien y,
TempStress2, and EvapoTrans, along with statements
about the range of numeri values allowed for srdi .
In addition, we provided another generi pro ess that
ould repla e the one used to ompute the photosyntheti eÆ ien y E. This took the form

individual revisions of TempStress2 and
EvapoTrans produ ed equations with the parameters

These revisions are not very enlightening, although they
redu ed the ross-validated error by three and two perent, respe tively. Saito et al. [16℄ reported similar results, and these runs partly reprodu ed their ndings.
However, when asked to revise the PhotoEÆ ien y by
onsidering not only parameter hanges but also different fun tional forms, the system sele ted the latter,
giving a six per ent error redu tion with the equation
E = 0.53 * T1^0.0 * T2^0.055 * W^0.0
for the predi tion of photosyntheti eÆ ien y. These
results are more interesting, as they suggest that the
stress variables T1 and W have e e tively no in uen e
on E. The Earth s ientists were intrigued with this outome, sin e it suggests that simplifying their model an
a tually improve its t.

whi h has a fun tional form that is somewhat more general than the original pro ess, allowing the variables S1,
S2, and S3, whi h must have type stress, to take on
powers between 0 and 5, with 1 as their default.

Saito et al. also applied their method to revise the 11
values of the intrinsi property srdi . For Prometheus to revise intrinsi values, it need only sear h for
the best- tting parameters that fall within the spe ied range for ea h nominal value. In this ase, revision
yielded the results shown in Table 3, whi h redu ed error by nine per ent and whi h are generally similar to
those found in the earlier study. The main di eren es
o ur on the vegetation types (C and H) for whi h few
data were available, so that we annot treat either result
as espe ially reliable.

We invoked Prometheus' revision module with this
ba kground knowledge, requesting that it onsider altering the pro esses TempStress2, EvapoTrans, and PhotoEÆ ien y, shown in Table 2, along with the intrinsi
values for srdi . We provided the system with the same
303 training observations as used in the earlier study,
whi h ontained measurements for some variables in the
model that had been olle ted from ground stations. In
separate runs, we asked the system to onsider revising
these omponents both individually and together.

More important, our intera tive environment lets the
user revise multiple pro esses simultaneously, something
that Saito et al.'s system did not support. When we
asked Prometheus to onsider altering the pro esses
TempStress2, EvapoTrans, and PhotoEÆ ien y, as well
as the 11 srdi values, it produ ed a revised model that
ontained hanges only to EvapoTrans and srdi , leaving the other two pro esses unmodi ed. However, these
alterations produ ed an even greater redu tion in error,
in this ase over 12 per ent.

generi pro ess PhotoEÆ ien yGen;
variables S1fstressg,S2fstressg,S3fstressg,FfeÆ ien yg;
equations F = [0,0.56,100℄ * S1^[0,1,5℄
* S2^[0,1,5℄ * S3^[0,1,5℄;

Table 4: Comparison of revision results for Saito
et al.'s method and Prometheus.
Equation

Saito et al.
RMSE

T

2

P ET
E

srdi

All revisions

457:8
464:3
443:3
432:4
N/A

Prometheus

err. red. RMSE
0:02
0:01
0:05
0:08
N/A

453:7
460:9
439:8
424:6
409:8

err. red.
0:03
0:02
0:06
0:09
0:12

Table 4 summarizes the key statisti s for the results
obtained with Prometheus and Saito et al.'s method.
For ea h revision, we report the root mean squared error (RMSE) on the dependent variable NPP for the
revised model and the error redu tion over the original amount of 467.9. As the table shows, the two approa hes improved the model's t to data by about the
same amounts, even though they used di erent methods for parameter optimization. It also highlights the
fa t that Prometheus an revise several aspe ts of a
model, whi h in this ase produ ed substantial improvements that were not possible with the earlier approa h.
Another lear advantage is that Prometheus does not
require the user to spe ify a new error fun tion for ea h
revision, whi h would make the task intra table for all
but experts in parameter tting. Instead, the environment requires only that it have a ess to a library
of generi pro esses that it should onsider during its
sear h for improved models. In this example, we introdu ed the ne essary ba kground knowledge just before
alling the revision module, but in normal use it would
already be stored in a library of generi pro esses that
has been developed by the s ienti
ommunity.
In summary, we have shown that Prometheus an
arry out a number of distin t revisions to its quantitative pro ess models, from hanging the values of
parameters and intrinsi values to repla ing one fun tional form with another. The framework lets the user
onstrain the sear h for improved models by spe ifying
whi h pro esses to alter and how it might hange them,
and provides the ability to revise a number of model
omponents in a single run. Thus, Prometheus o ers
a signi ant advan e over previous revision methods,
whi h were less exible and mu h more diÆ ult to use.

6. Discussion
Our approa h to s ienti modeling in orporates ideas
from two previously dis onne ted literatures { simulation environments and omputational s ienti disovery. With respe t to the former, Prometheus has
many similarities to modeling frameworks like STELLA

[15℄ and MATLAB [12℄. These also let the user spe ify quantitative models in terms of mathemati al equations, edit these models, and invoke a simulator to generate predi tions. Moreover, they provide a graphi al
interfa e that lets the user display and inspe t the logi al stru ture of these mathemati al models.
Our approa h also shares many features with Keller's [7℄
SIGMA, another graphi al environment that takes an
intera tive approa h to model building, visualization,
and analysis, though it also provides extensive he ks
to ensure model onsisten y and handle unit onversions. Sti kel et al. [18℄ report still another approa h
to synthesizing simulation programs; their AMPHION
system lets the user spe ify a model using a graphi al
interfa e, then draws on software libraries to ompile
the model into exe utable ode.
However, Prometheus moves beyond these earlier modeling environments by requiring the user to organize
equations into pro esses . This idea plays a entral role
in many s ienti dis iplines, but previous quantitative
simulation languages have not supported it. The main
ex eption omes from Forbus and Falkenhainer [6℄, who
developed a self-explanatory simulator that reates numeri al simulation ode from a ombination of qualitative and quantitative stru tures. Their SIMGEN system exploits qualitative mathemati s to provide ausal
explanations and produ es numeri al output that an
be embedded in training simulators and other software.
Prometheus goes farther to support omputational revision of models in response to data, onstrained by
domain knowledge in the form of generi pro esses and
input from the user. MATLAB in ludes fa ilities for tting a model's parameters to data, but it annot alter
the basi stru ture of a model.
also in orporates many ideas from earlier
work on omputational s ienti dis overy. In parti ular, it adopts the metaphor of heuristi sear h through a
spa e of andidate hypotheses or models guided by their
ability to t the data. Our approa h di ers from other
quantitative dis overy work (e.g., [10℄, [19℄, [22℄) by fousing on pro ess models, rather than on independent
sets of equations, and by emphasizing model revision
rather than generation, though it borrows ideas on this
front from earlier e orts, espe ially Saito et al. [16℄.
Prometheus

The environment also draws upon the notion of using
expli it domain knowledge to onstrain the sear h for
models. For example, Easley and Bradley [4℄ utilize
generalized equations as ba kground knowledge in their
approa h to identifying di erential equation models of
dynami systems. Similarly, Todorovski and D~zeroski's
[19℄ LaGramge asts ba kground knowledge in terms
of ontext-free grammars that spe ify the spa e of equations to onsider. Prometheus in orporates a similar
me hanism, but states its domain knowledge in terms
of generi pro esses rather than these other formalisms.

Todorovski and D~zeroski [20℄ also report an approa h
to revising quantitative models, in parti ular the NPP
model onsidered earlier. However, their framework requires the user to spe ify the spa e of andidate models as a grammar, whi h will be neither familiar or espe ially ommuni able to most s ientists. In ontrast,
Prometheus en odes onstraints on models in terms
of generi pro esses that make onta t with both the
on eptual ontent and the formalisms familiar to many
domain experts.
But the main di eren e from earlier dis overy resear h
on erns the intera tive nature of our environment. Previous work on omputational s ienti dis overy has foused almost ex lusively on automated methods, while
Prometheus aims expli itly to support s ientists rather
than to repla e them. This philosophy is onsistent
with a general trend in arti ial intelligen e resear h
toward advisory systems, but it means we have had
to address issues of human- omputer intera tion that
some algorithm-oriented resear hers will nd uninteresting. Nevertheless, su h issues must re eive serious
attention if we hope to develop omputational assistants
that pra ti ing s ientists will use on a regular basis.
We should note that Prometheus is not quite the rst
dis overy environment designed to a ept user input.
For example, Valdes-Perez' [21℄ Me hem lets users inuen e its sear h for hemi al rea tion pathways by
setting swit hes that spe ify onstraints, expressed in
terms familiar to hemists, that the inferred pathways
must satisfy. Another example is Mit hell et al.'s [13℄
Davi
and, whi h en ourages users to dire t its sear h
for quantitative relations in metallurgi al data, provides ontrol points where they an in uen e its hoi es,
and presents its results in terms of graphi al displays
and fun tional forms that are familiar to metallurgists.
Both systems have been used to produ e novel results
that have appeared in the refereed s ienti literature.
However, the resear h losest to our own omes from
Mahidadia and Compton [11℄, who report an integrated
environment for the revision of ausal models. Their
JustAid system starts with a user-provided model and
re ommends hanges to this model that would improve
its t to experimental results, he king with the user before implementing them. Our e orts share many goals,
in luding a on ern with en oding knowledge in forms
familiar to domain s ientists, a fo us on model revision, and an emphasis on intera tive dis overy rather
than automated methods. The primary di eren e is
that their work on entrates on qualitative modeling,
whereas ours enters on quantitative modeling.
One topi for further resear h involves extending the
modeling language to in orporate the notion of subsystems that map to physi al entities. This should let users
manage models of in reased omplexity and provide ad-

ditional onstraints on the revision pro ess, provided we
augment ba kground knowledge to in lude generi systems for the domain. We should also in orporate another form of domain knowledge { a taxonomy of quantitative pro esses { that would let users spe ify initial
models in more abstra t terms while still onstraining
their revision.
Another important extension would enable the revision
module to add new pro esses to the urrent model, remove existing ones, and even in orporate new variables
and asso iated pro esses. To this end, we an adapt
methods that we have des ribed elsewhere [9℄ for indu ing models by omposing generi pro esses. Moreover,
we should develop a more intera tive version of the environment that produ es a number of andidate revisions
whi h it then presents to the user for evaluation.
Finally, we should test Prometheus on models and
data from additional s ienti domains in order to provide eviden e of its generality, and we should study its
use by s ientists in ontrolled settings, whi h should
help us evaluate its suitability as a pra ti al modeling
tool. Su h studies, and the improvements that result
from them, should take us loser to an intera tive environment for modeling and dis overy that e e tively
aids s ienti resear h.

7. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we des ribed an intera tive environment,
Prometheus, for the onstru tion and revision of s ienti models. The system relies entrally on a a new
formalism for en oding both models and domain knowledge that is ommuni able to s ientists and useful for
onstraining sear h through the model spa e, thus lling a gap in earlier dis overy systems.
We applied our framework to the revision of an existing e osystem model that involved the same hanges
attempted in earlier work. The resulting models had
approximately the same a ura y as the previous revisions, but they required must less e ort, sin e Prometheus needed no ustom modi ation of the equations,
reation of error fun tions, or reformulation of the model.
Moreover, the environment let us onsider ombinations
of hanges that were not possible in the earlier s heme,
whi h suggests that it o ers a more powerful approa h
to model revision.
In summary, our resear h on Prometheus ontributes
to the the apture of s ienti knowledge along a number of fronts. These in lude a new formalism for representing quantitative models and intera tive tools that
let the user visualize, simulate, analyze, and revise models en oded in this notation. Together, they provide a
uni ed omputational framework that should aid s ientists in their modeling e orts.
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